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or Real Quadratic Fields

By Takuro SHINTANI
(Communicated by Kunihiko KODAIR,a., M. $. A., Sept. 13, 1976)

1. Let F be the real quadratic field with discriminant d embedded
in the real field R. Let Z be a primitive character of the group of the
ideal class group modulo [ of F. Assume that for a principal integral
ideal (/) of F, Z((/)) is given by the following formula (1).
(1)
Z((/))--sgn (/)0(/),
where Z0 is a character of the group of residue classes modulo [. Let
L(s, ) be the Hecke L-function of F associated with the character Z.
In this note, we present a formula for the value L(1, ) which seems
to be new and suggestive. For previously known relewnt results, we
refer to E. Hecke [1], [2], G. Herglotz [3], C. Meyer [4], C.L. Siegel
[6] and D. Zagier [7].
2. For a pair of positive numbers a=(a, a), set
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where r is the Euler constant and is the logarithmic derivative of
the gamma function.
Denote by F(a, z) an entire function of z given by the following"
z
F(a, z)=z exp

{--c(a)z--c(a)z}H’(l + na + ma .)

X exp

z

na + ma

2(na + ma)
product
where the
is over all pairs (n, m) of non-negative integers which
are not simultaneously equal to zero.
We note that the function F(a, z) is the double gamma function
introduced and studied by Barnes in [8].
Let > 1 be the generator of the group of totally positive units of
F. Choose a complete set of representatives a,, a,
a of the group
of narrow ideal classes of F. For each k (lkgh0) set
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R([)--{z--x+ey e (a)- x, y e 0x_l, 0_yl}.
It is easy to see that R() is a finite subset o (a[)-. For each z e R([),
set
z(z) =z((z)).
The L-unction L(s, Z) is an entire unction of s which satisfies the
ollowing unctional equation (2).
(2)
Z)

A-F(’ 1--s)/’(2 2--s2 )L(1--s,
--w(z)AF()F(s-2 1-) L(s’ z-)’

where A /dN([)/ (N([) is the norm o [), and w() is a certain complex number o modulus 1.
Theorem 1. Notations being as above, let Z be a primitive
character of the group of ideal classes modulo of F which is of the
form (1), then

w(Z)

-/dNL(1, )=

h0

,

(z) log {F((1, D, z)F((1, e’), z’)}

(e’ and z’ are conjugates of and z repectively).
Let KR be a quadratic extension oi F in which exactly one of
two archimedean primes of F ramifies. Let b be the relative discriminant o K with respect to F and let Z be the character of the group o
ideal classes modulo b o F which corresponds to K in class field theory.
Assume that the fundamental unit ]0 of F is the m-th power of a primitive unit o K (m>_ 1). Further take a unit ] of K so that _+] and
] generate the group o units of K. Denote by V the conjugate of ]
with respect to F and denote by h (resp. h) the class number of F
(resp. K). We may assume that ]1]1 0.
Corollary to Theorem 1o Notation being as above,

(1]1/

= I-[
ho

k=

]-[ {F((1, e), z)F((1, e’), z’)} ).

z R(b)

:. The next two propositions re proved by straightforwards
arguments involving only elementary theory of unctions.
Proposition 1. The function F(a, z) is an entire function of z of
order 2 which is symmetric with respect to a and a. and satisfies the
following

difference

F(a,

equations"

z+a)=F(a, z)F()exp ((Za 21) a},

F(a, z + a)

log

log a
2
For positive number
1, we denote by I(+ c) (resp. L(1)) the integral pth in the complex plane consisting of the linear segment
(+ c, ) (resp. (1, )), the counterclockwise circle of radius around

F(a, z)F

exp

a
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the origin and of the linear segment (, + oo) (resp. (2, 1)).
Proposition 2. Notations being as obove, if al and a2 are linearly
independent over the rational number field Q, there exists a constant
C(a) which does not depend on z such that
log t
1
e (+-)
dt
2i J(+) (e a’t- 1)(e at- 1)
log F(a, z) +

(- ui) (z

2aa2

_

(a + a)z} + C(a)

(Rez>0, 01, (2)/a, (2z)/a).
For a pair of positive numbers a=(a, a2) and a pair of non-negative
numbers x=(x, x2)0, set

(s, a, x)
n,m=O

{x + m + (x2 + n)a} -,

then the Dirichlet series 5(s, a, x) is absolutely convergent if Re s 1
and is extended to a meromorphic function in the whole complex plane.
Notations being as above, we have
Proposition

.

a,
a8

x)J s=o

{F(1, al), x
2

+ xal)F((1,

x +x2a2) }

=

+ (a + a)B(x) + C((1, a)) + C((1, a)),
where B and B are, respectively, the first

and the second Bernoulli
polynomial and the constant C((1, a)) (= 1, 2) is as in Proposition 2.
Proof. I Re s 1, we have the ollowing integral representation

or 5(s, a, x).
F(s)(s’ a’
where g(t, t)

x)=I: I: (tt)’-Xg(t’ t)dtldt,

x)(t + t) + (1 x)(at + at)}
{1--exp (t + t)}{1-- exp (at + at)}

exp {(1

The integral in the right side of the above equality is equal to

IoU-lg(t’ tu)dtdu + ; t- I
I;
or
t-l

Hence,

u-lg(tu’ t)dtdu"

a sufficiently small positive number 2, we have
(1--exp 4uis)(1--exp 2zis)F(s)(s, a, x)

f

t-dt

[

Jz()

I

u-g(t, tu)du +

I

t-dt

u"-g(tu, t)du.

Proposition 3 now ollows easily rom (3) and Proposition 2.
4. It ollows rom the unctional equation (2) that
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-/dN()L(
1, Z)-- { d L(s, -)}
-o"
-d
2

On the other hand, it is easy to see that
( 5 ) L(s, )
Z(z)N([)-(s, (e, ’), (x, y))

(z x + ey).

Theorem 1 is now n immediate consequence of (4), (5)and Proposition
3. Details will appear elesewhere.
Remark. The method in the proof of Proposition 3 has been
applied in [5] for the evaluation o zeta-functions of totally real algebraic
number fields at non positive integers.
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